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Abstract 

The present paper explores the combined effects of individual- and group-directed 

feedback on perceived need for individual and collective change. Valence of feedback 

about individual and group performance (positive versus negative) was manipulated 

orthogonally. The results revealed that responses to various combinations of two-level 

feedback were moderated by group identification. With respect to the perceived need for 

collective change, high-identifiers (but not low-identifiers) were motivated by discrepant 

feedback: When group feedback was negative but individual feedback was positive, high 

identifiers perceived collective change to be more important than low-identifiers. With 

respect to the perceived need for individual change, low-identifiers (but not high-

identifiers) were discouraged by the discrepant feedback: When group feedback was 

positive but individual feedback was negative, low-identifiers perceived individual change 

to be less important than high-identifiers. These data highlight the interplay between 

individual and collective feedback, and suggest that the meaning of feedback at each level 

(individual or group) is framed by the feedback received at the other level. Moreover, 

group identification seems to play a crucial role in reconciling differences between one’s 

individual self and the performance of one’s group. 
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Sizing fish and ponds:  

The joint effects of individual- and group-based feedback 

 

Even when people pursue some goal as a group, they often receive feedback about 

their individual contributions to the collective goal. Collective feedback and individual 

feedback may resonate, for example when one learns that they are a high-performing 

individual in a high-performing group. But often there is a discrepancy between these 

levels of feedback. Many readers would be able to imagine situations in which a high-

performer is embedded within an underperforming group: for example, being a successful 

academic in a Department that does not compare well to other academic units, or being a 

talented sportswoman running a relay race together with less capable teammates. And vice 

versa, the experience of being an underperforming member in a group of overachievers is 

equally easy to imagine: for example, being a poorly performing student working on an 

otherwise successful team project or being an office team member whose negative 

individual performance review coincides with the announcement that her team is allocated 

a bonus for exceptional performance. Indeed, given that groups are rarely homogenous 

with respect to performance, discrepancy between one’s individual feedback and the 

feedback directed towards one’s group is likely to be a common experience.  

In this paper, we ask the question: how do individuals respond to such discrepant 

feedback? Would a successful academic choose to invest more of her time to mentor 

colleagues in the hope of transforming her Department? Would a successful sportswoman 

try even harder to raise her performance to compensate for weaker teammates? 

Conversely, does being a weak member of a stronger group inspire efforts to improve, or 

does it lead to further disengagement? Although testing such responses to multiple levels 
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of evaluative feedback seems to have high practical and theoretical importance, previous 

research has not directly addressed this question. Instead, responses to feedback have been 

mostly studied either with respect to individual-directed feedback or with respect to group-

directed feedback. The two types of feedback have rarely been studied in interaction. The 

present paper aims to address the above gap by considering the interplay between 

individual and collective feedback.  

Briefly, we argue that how discrepancies of feedback impact on the perceived need 

to change oneself and one’s group is likely to depend on how important the group is for the 

individual – in other words, on the strength of their group identification. Specifically, we 

suggest that highly identified group members should be particularly responsive to 

discrepant feedback and become motivated to change their self or their group in return. 

This may involve investing in a poorly performing group in order to raise the collective 

standard to their individual level (i.e. when individual feedback is positive but collective 

feedback is negative), or becoming motivated to improve their own performance if they 

individually are falling behind the collective standard (i.e. when individual feedback is 

negative but collective feedback is positive). Before describing a study designed to test this 

prediction, we briefly review previous work on individual and collective feedback and on 

discrepancies between individuals and their group. 

Individual- and group-based evaluative feedback 

Previous research has found that both individual- and group-based evaluative 

feedback provoke distinctive reactions that may range from outright rejection to strong 

willingness to change behavior. Which of these responses occurs depends on a number of 

factors. Reactions to individual-level feedback have been found to depend on attributional 

content of the message. For example, people are more likely to persist in the face of 
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negative feedback when failure is attributed to unstable causes (e.g., effort) rather than 

stable causes (e.g., ability: Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Cimpian et al., 2007). Other studies 

have shown that responses to evaluative feedback are also linked to individual-level 

parameters, such as self-esteem. People with higher self-esteem are likely to be more open 

to receiving critical feedback about their performance and less negatively affected by this 

(e.g. Bernichon, Cook, & Brown, 2003; Hoyle, Insko, & Moniz, 1992). In these ways 

research on individual feedback has focused largely on the meaning of feedback to the 

individual and the individual psychological resources they have to cope with feedback. 

While understanding the individual parameters that guide responses to feedback is 

important, individual-level feedback rarely occurs in isolation (Brown, 1986; Mussweiler, 

Ruter, & Epstude, 2004; Stapel & Balnton, 2004). Indeed, research on social comparisons 

illustrates that evaluations of one’s performance in relation to others is typically more 

important than the absolute valence of feedback (e.g. Huguet et al., 2009; Marsh, 1984). In 

addition, the individual factors that guide responses to feedback (e.g. self-esteem) can be 

affected by the status and performance of the groups to which one belongs (see Major & 

O’Brien, 2005). As such, there is often a dynamic relationship between individual 

psychology and the dynamics of the groups within which individuals are located (e.g., 

Postmes & Jetten, 2006). Given this, it would seem fruitful to take into account group-

level feedback when considering responses to individual-level evaluations.  

Research on group level feedback has instead focused on the social context of such 

messages and the meaning of these for collective identity. This research shows that 

reactions to group-level feedback, and criticism in particular, are sensitive to who the 

feedback comes from. Criticism from inside one’s group tends to be received more warmly 

than criticism from outsiders (see Hornsey, 2005). In addition, the attributions implied in 
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such messages affect people’s responses, often in complex ways that are guided by identity 

concerns (Rabinovich & Morton, 2010). While previous work has considered the effects of 

group-level feedback on willingness to change individual behavior and support collective 

reform, the role of individual performance in this relationship has not been considered.  

Theoretical models of group membership and identity (e.g., the social identity 

approach, Haslam, 2004, incorporating self-categorization and social identity theories, 

Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987) suggest that the 

success or failure of one’s group has important consequences for individual thought, 

feeling and behavior. Indeed, research in this tradition has shown that negative evaluations 

of one’s group can become internalised and undermine subsequent individual action (see 

Rabinovich, Morton, Postmes, & Verplanken, in press). However, whether this chain of 

effects from negative group evaluations to negative behaviour holds when people have 

received positive individual feedback remains an open question. On the one hand, positive 

individual feedback might buffer people against negative group evaluations. On the other 

hand, according to the social identity approach, feedback about one’s group is as self-

relevant as individual feedback provided the individual identifies strongly with the group 

in question. At the very least, these ideas again suggest that individual and collective 

evaluations are not unrelated, and that a full understanding of the effects of group-level 

feedback would require taking individual-level evaluations into account.  

In sum, previous research suggests that both individual- and group-level feedback 

can result in significant shifts in the perceived need to change in response to feedback. 

However, these lines of research have been conducted more or less in isolation, and 

research has not yet considered the effects of group-level feedback on perception of 

individual-level evaluations, or vice versa, the effects of individual performance on 
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responses to group-level feedback. This is despite the fact that responses to feedback at 

each level are likely to be embedded within or shaped by responses to feedback at the 

alternative level. Thus, considering the two levels of feedback in interaction seems highly 

meaningful from a theoretical as well as a practical point of view.  

Resolving discrepancies between the individual and the group  

The social identity approach suggests that (highly identified) group members are 

motivated to maintain consistency between individual- and group-level cognitions and 

evaluations. Some previous research supports this idea. For example, Matz and Wood 

(2005) demonstrated that when feedback about group performance was inconsistent with 

individual values, group members experienced emotional discomfort. Similarly, Norton 

and colleagues (2003) showed that highly identified group members in particular 

experienced dissonance when they faced a discrepancy between their individual attitudes 

and another group member’s behavior. This experience of dissonance may in turn cause a 

shift in individual attitudes to resolve the discrepancy. Thus individual-level parameters 

(e.g., attitudes and values) have been shown to affect responses to group-level feedback in 

such a way that discrepancy between the two levels may motivate change, particularly 

among high-identifiers. 

Similarly, feedback about individual performance may be filtered through 

perceptions of what is normative for one’s group. For example, McKimmie and colleagues 

(2003; see also McKimmie, Terry, & Hogg, 2009) have shown that among participants 

who received negative feedback about their own (value-inconsistent) behavior, dissonance 

was reduced when they also learned that other group members behaved in the same way. 

As such, participants who faced consistency between their individual and their group’s 

behavior did not see any changes in their behavior or attitudes to be necessary, while those 
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who faced inconsistency between the two levels of feedback attempted dissonance-

reduction strategies. Again, this evidence suggests that responses to evaluative feedback 

depend on some interplay between individual- and group-level concerns. In particular, a 

mismatch between the two seems to motivate change. 

In addition to raising this possibility, previous research suggests a number of 

strategies that individuals can use to reconcile individual- and group- level feedback. When 

the feedback at one level is inconsistent with that at another, one may choose to change 

one’s own attitudes or behavior, to influence attitudes or behavior of one’s group, or 

simply to dis-identify from the group (Matz & Wood, 2005). According to self-

categorization perspective, choices between these strategies are likely to be contingent on 

identification with the group that is the target of feedback. In terms of individual change 

strategy, individuals who identify most strongly with the group should be most inclined to 

shift their attitudes or behavior to bring them closer to the rest of the group (Norton et al., 

2003). With respect to the second strategy—attempting to change the group’s behavior to 

bring it closer to the self—the empirical evidence is less consistent. Glasford and 

colleagues (Glasford, Dovidio & Pratto, 2009; Glasford, Pratto, & Dovidio, 2008) 

demonstrate that highly identified group members are less likely to attempt changes at a 

group level when alternative strategies (e.g., outgroup derogation) are available. In 

contrast, Packer (2009; Packer & Chasteen, 2010) suggests that high-identifiers may be 

more motivated to advocate group-level changes than low-identifiers when they see their 

group’s performance diverging from what they perceive as ideal. While responses to 

discrepant feedback can be seen in a variety of behaviors, this research again converges on 

the idea that group identification plays an important role in determining whether people are 

responsive to two-level feedback in the first place. 
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Present research 

The above research provides us with some important ideas on the interplay between 

individual and collective processes in response to feedback. In most cases, however, it 

stops short of simultaneously exploring actual feedback at both levels. Most previous 

research on the topic deals with inconsistencies between group performance and stable 

individual values or beliefs, rather than individual performance. In fact, in most previous 

studies participants have not received feedback on their individual performance. At the 

same time, it is evaluative feedback at individual level that is most frequently used in 

practice to stimulate behaviour change. In addition, focusing on inconsistency between 

individual values and group performance means that it is unclear whether it is 

inconsistency per se that leads to willingness to change or a particular type of 

inconsistency (where group performance falls short of matching individual values). Other 

possibilities—such as a situation where individual performance falls short of a group 

standard, or when both types of feedback are equally positive or equally negative—remain 

to be investigated. 

In the present paper we aimed to investigate joint effects of individual- and group-

level feedback on perceived need for behavior change. Importantly, we consider change at 

both levels—that is, the perceived need for individual change and the perceived need for 

collective change. We also aimed to explore the role of group identification in motivating 

change in response to feedback. Our broad expectation was that the effect of a discrepant 

feedback on perceived need for change would be moderated by group identification. More 

specifically, we expected that mismatched feedback (negative at one level but positive at 

the other) would be conducive to change under two conditions. First, it should include 

negative feedback in the domain of expected change (i.e., negative individual-level 
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feedback is a necessary condition for individual change, and negative group-level feedback 

is a necessary condition for group-level change). Second, the recipients of such discrepant 

feedback should be highly identified with the group targeted by feedback, thereby making 

the feedback discrepancy self-relevant (cf. Norton et al., 2003). 

 With respect to perceived need for change at a group level, we predicted that a 

discrepancy between negative group-level feedback and positive individual-level feedback 

would be motivating for high-identifiers, but not for low-identifiers. The former should 

seek to minimise the discrepancy between themselves and the group by improving the 

group’s performance, whereas the latter may be motivated to differentiate themselves from 

the unimportant group in a positive way, and thus would be unlikely to advocate group 

improvement. We did not expect high- and low-identifiers to express different levels of 

perceived need for group change in response to any other combination of two-level 

feedback.  

With respect to perceived need to change one’s individual behavior, we predicted 

that a discrepancy between negative individual-level and positive group-level feedback 

would be motivating for high-identifiers and de-motivating for low-identifiers. The former 

should again seek to minimise the difference between themselves and the group by 

improving individual performance, while the latter may disengage from a group that 

behaves inconsistently with one’s own behavior (e.g. McKimmie et al., 2003). Among 

low-identifiers, this disengagement may be revealed in attempts to shift one’s behavior 

further away from positive standards set by the group towards lower sustainability (cf. 

Blanton, 2001). We did not expect high- and low-identifiers to respond differently to any 

other combination of feedback.  
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These predictions were tested in the context of feedback on environmental behavior 

(i.e. carbon footprint). The nation (i.e. Britain) was used as the relevant group, and the 

valence of feedback at individual and group levels was manipulated orthogonally. 

Although it can be argued that environmental attitudes or values may play a role in 

determining responses to feedback on environmental performance, we suggest that these 

may increase overall sensitivity to feedback (i.e. main effect of values) but is unlikely to 

affect the interaction between the two levels of feedback. Since this interaction is the focus 

of the present study, and to avoid unnecessary complication of the design, we did not 

include the measure on environmental values in the present study.  

Method 

Participants and design 

One hundred and twenty-two British adults (92 female and 30 male, mean age = 

24.37) participated in the study voluntarily. Participants were randomly assigned to one of 

the four conditions in a 2 (individual-level feedback: positive versus negative) x 2 (group-

level feedback: positive versus negative) between-subject design. The dependent variables 

were perceived need for changing feedback-related behavior at both the individual and 

group levels. 

Procedure and measures 

 The study was run in two stages. At the first stage, participants were contacted by 

email and asked to complete a short questionnaire. This first questionnaire was designed to 

measure initial level of ingroup identification and to create an impression that participants’ 

individual carbon footprints were being assessed. This questionnaire was the same in all 

conditions. To measure identification as British six items were used (e.g. “I feel strong ties 
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with other British people” and “Being British means a lot to me”, α = .89, M = 4.37, SD = 

1.17). Participants responded to all items on a 7-point scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

(strongly agree). The items were averaged to form a single pre-measure of ingroup 

identification.  

 After completing the measure of identification, participants read a short paragraph 

explaining what carbon footprint is and how it can be calculated. They were than asked a 

number of questions that could be used to calculate their individual carbon footprint. These 

questions were adapted from online carbon calculators (e.g. Act on CO2 carbon calculator, 

http://carboncalculator.direct.gov.uk/index.html) and concerned participants’ travel 

patterns, energy consumption and shopping habits. These questions were used to create the 

state of belief necessary for participants to accept feedback on their carbon footprint in the 

second part of the study, and were not used to calculate actual carbon footprints. In the end 

of the first questionnaire participants were asked for permission to contact them with the 

second part of the study. 

 Within two days after responding to the first questionnaire, participants were 

contacted again and asked to complete the second part of the study. Individual- and group-

level feedback was manipulated in the beginning of the second questionnaire. Participants 

were reminded about the questions they answered in the first questionnaire and told that 

their carbon footprint was calculated on the basis of the answers they provided. They were 

then presented with a table that included three numbers: “your personal carbon footprint 

(based on your responses)”, “current average carbon footprint for Britain” and “Britain’s 

national target for average individual carbon footprint by 2012”. The national target was 

given as 5.00 tonnes per person per year in all conditions. The valence of individual- and 

group-level feedback was manipulated by varying the size of individual and average 
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Britain’s carbon footprints. In the positive (negative) individual feedback condition the 

participant’s carbon footprint was given as 5.05 (9.80) tonnes per year. In other words, 

participants were led to believe that their individual carbon footprint was either close to the 

target (positive feedback) or far exceeded the target (negative feedback).  

Group-level feedback was manipulated in the same way: the average footprint for 

Britain was presented as either close to the national target (5.05 tonnes per person per year, 

positive group-level feedback) or exceeding the target (9.80 tonnes, negative group-level 

feedback). The table was accompanied by a pictorial representation of all three carbon 

footprints (individual, group and target) that visualised the difference in size between them. 

In addition, participants read several sentences commenting on their results. In the positive 

(negative) individual feedback condition the comment suggested that a participant’s carbon 

footprint score is excellent (very high), and this means that they personally contribute little 

(a lot of) carbon emissions and causing only a small (a very significant) impact on the 

environment. Britain’s average carbon footprint was interpreted in a similar way to create 

an impression that an average British citizen is causing little (positive feedback) or a very 

significant (negative feedback) impact on the environment. After reading this information, 

comprehension was checked by asking participants to reproduce the size of their individual 

and Britain’s average carbon footprint, and to compare each of these to the national target 

(open-ended questions). 

 Next, participants completed measures of the perceived need to change their 

individual environmental behavior and the perceived need for British people in general to 

change their behavior. Participants responded to all items on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 

“strongly disagree” to 7 “strongly agree”. To measure the perceived need for individual 

change, two items were used: “I personally need to be more responsible towards the 
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environment” and “I personally need to reconsider my environmental attitudes and 

behavior”. The items were highly correlated, r (122) = .71, p < .001, and therefore 

averaged to form a single measure. Two further items measured the perceived need for 

collective change: “British people need to be more responsible towards the environment” 

and “British people need to reconsider their environmental attitudes and behavior”. These 

items were also highly correlated, r (122) = .89, p<.001), and averaged to from a single 

measure. After completing the questionnaire participants were asked whether they had any 

doubts about the feedback; they were then thanked and debriefed.  

Results 

 The analysis of the manipulation check items demonstrated that all participants 

were able to correctly report their individual and group average carbon footprints and 

compare each of them to the target. None of the participants expressed suspicions about the 

experimental procedure or doubted the provided feedback.  

Perceived Need for Collective Change  

To explore the combined effects of individual and collective feedback on the 

perceived need for collective change, we conducted a moderated regression analysis with 

group-level feedback (positive, negative), individual-level feedback (positive, negative) 

and group identification (centered) as independent variables and the perceived need for 

collective change as a dependent variable. In this regression, we entered the independent 

variables at Step 1, all 2-way interactions at Step 2, and the 3-way interaction at Step 3. 

With all predictors entered, the full model accounted for significant variance in perceived 

need for collective change, R
2
 = .20, F (7,120) = 3.97, p =.001. At Step 1, the main effect 

of group feedback was significant: β = .31, t (120) = 3.51, p = .001. Participants who 
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received negative feedback on their group’s performance reported stronger need for group-

level change. None of the 2-way interactions were significant at Step 2, however the 3-way 

interaction tested at Step 3 was significant: β = .58, t (120) = 3.23, p = .002.  

To decompose this 3-way interaction, we explored the interactive effect of 

identification and individual-level feedback at the two levels of group feedback separately. 

The analysis demonstrated that when group-level feedback was positive, there was no 

interaction between identification and individual feedback: β = .30, t (120) = 1.51, p = 

.132. However, this interaction was significant when group-level feedback was negative: β 

= .58, t (120) = 3.14, p = .002. Simple slopes analysis revealed that when group feedback 

was negative but individual feedback was positive, identification had a significant effect on 

perceived need for group-level change: β = .51, t (120) = 2.95, p = .004. Under these 

conditions, high identifiers reported stronger need to change the group than low-identifiers. 

In all other conditions there was no relationship between identification and perceived need 

for collective change (ps > .08, see Figure 1).  

Said differently, when group-level feedback was negative, positive individual 

feedback increased willingness to change the group for high-identifiers (β = .36, t (120) = 

2.04, p = .044), but decreased it for low-identifiers (β = -.40, t (120) = -2.47, p = .015). 

When group feedback was positive, individual feedback did not affect perceived need for 

group change regardless of the level of identification (ps > .194). This supports our 

prediction that high- and low-identifiers respond differently to negative group-level 

feedback, and that these responses may be contingent on feedback at an individual level. 

As predicted, high-identifiers were motivated to change the group when negative group 

feedback was accompanied by positive individual feedback. In contrast, low-identifiers 

were not inclined to express the need for group-level change under these conditions.   
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Perceived Need for Individual Change  

To test our hypothesis about the joint effects of personal- and group-directed 

feedback on the perceived need for individual change, we conducted the same moderated 

regression analysis as above with perceived need for individual change as a dependent 

variable. With all predictors entered, the model accounted for significant variance in 

perceived need for individual change, R
2
 = .14, F (7,120) = 2.61, p =.015. At Step 1, the 

main effect of individual feedback was significant: β = .23, t (120) = 2.61, p = .010. 

Participants who received negative feedback on their individual performance perceived a 

stronger need to change their personal behavior than participants who received positive 

feedback. None of the 2-way interactions were significant at Step 2, however the 3-way 

interaction tested at Step 3 was significant: β = .38, t (120) = 2.11, p = .037.  

To decompose this 3-way interaction, we examined the interplay between 

identification and group-level feedback within each type of individual feedback. When 

individual feedback was positive, there was no interaction between identification and 

group feedback: β = .22, t (120) = 1.08, p = .284. However, when individual feedback was 

negative, this interaction was significant: β = .33, t (120) = 2.04, p = .044. Simple slope 

analysis revealed that when individual feedback was negative but group feedback was 

positive, there was a significant relationship between identification and the perceived need 

for individual change: β = .30, t (120) = 1.99, p = .049. Under these conditions, high-

identifiers reported a stronger need to change their individual behavior than low-identifiers. 

In all other conditions the relationship between identification and perceived need for 

individual change was not significant (ps > .13, see Figure 2).  
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Said differently, when individual feedback was negative, group feedback affected 

the perceived need for individual change among low-identifiers (β = -.44, t (120) = -2.61, p 

= .010), but not among high-identifiers (β = -.03, t (120) = -0.15, p = .878). When 

individual feedback was instead positive, group feedback did not affect the perceived need 

for individual change regardless of the level of identification (ps > .138). In line with our 

predictions, then, low-identifiers seemed to be de-motivated by negative feedback about 

their personal performance when this was combined with positive feedback about their 

group. Contrary to our hypothesis, however, high-identifiers were not specifically 

motivated by discrepant feedback relative to negative feedback at both levels. We attempt 

to interpret this and other findings below. 

Discussion 

This paper investigated the combined effects of individual- and group-level 

feedback on the perceived need to change individual and collective behavior. The principal 

finding of the present research is that the perceived need to change is affected not only by 

feedback at a relevant level (i.e. by individual-directed and group-directed feedback 

respectively) but also by the interplay between the two levels of feedback. Importantly, the 

precise nature of this interplay is further shaped by identification with the relevant group 

being targeted by feedback.  

In line with our hypotheses, the results demonstrated that discrepant feedback was 

more motivating for high- rather than low-identifiers, particularly when it included 

negative feedback in the domain of expected change. High-identifiers reported a stronger 

need for collective change when negative group-level feedback was combined with 

positive individual-level feedback. This suggests that high-identifiers may be motivated to 

bring individual and group feedback in line with each other—but particularly when one’s 
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group is performing poorly relative to one’s individual standards (Packer, 2009, Packer & 

Chasteen, 2010). This same combination of feedback was instead de-motivating for low-

identifiers: low-identifiers may enjoy the downward comparison with a poorly-performing 

group and see no need to advocate collective change. The same motivation for positive 

differentiation may also explain why low-identifiers were marginally more likely than 

high-identifiers to advocate collective change in response to positive feedback at both 

levels: doing so downplays the group achievements by implying that it still has further to 

go.  

With respect to the perceived need for individual change, again the results 

demonstrated that high- and low-identifiers respond differently to discrepant feedback that 

contains negative individual- and positive group-level evaluations. As predicted, high-

identifiers reported stronger willingness to change than low-identifiers after exposure to 

the discrepant feedback. However, the discrepant feedback was no more motivating for 

high-identifiers than receiving negative feedback at both levels. On this basis, it seems that 

high-identifiers were willing to consider changes to their individual behavior when either 

individual or group-level feedback was negative. In line with self-categorization 

perceptive, this suggests that both levels of feedback are equally self-relevant for high-

identifiers, and that among high identifiers negative feedback motivates individual change 

regardless of whether it is directed toward the individual specifically or to the group with 

which they identify. This finding is consistent with the idea that group standards are 

incorporated into the self among highly identified group members (e.g. Jetten, Postmes, & 

McAuliffe, 2002; McAuliffe, Jetten, Hornsey, & Hogg, 2003).  

In contrast, among low-identifiers, the combination of positive group-level and 

negative individual feedback was demotivating. This is consistent with the suggestion that 
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low-identifiers may distance themselves from a group that is seen to be different from them 

(cf. Matz & Wood, 2005), leading low-identifiers to shift their individual behavior further 

away from the standards of the group. An alternative, and equally plausible, explanation 

for this finding is that low-identifiers are engaging in free-riding, reasoning that positive 

group performance makes it unnecessary for them to improve their individual results. A 

more general interpretation of these results is that low-identifiers use the group 

strategically – they disengage from the group (or engage in free-riding) when it 

outperforms them, and do not support collective change when they outperform the group.  

Although the present findings provide strong support for the predictions, we did not 

account for individual differences in attitudes about the focal issue of feedback (i.e., 

environmentalism). It is reasonable to assume that individuals with strong attitudes and 

values in the domain of feedback would be more responsive to feedback at both group and 

individual levels than those for whom such values are not important (see Packer, 2010, for 

a similar argument). Given that the predicted effects were observed on the overall sample, 

without controlling for relevant attitudes or values, the effects of our manipulations would 

seem sufficiently strong to override these individual differences. However, it could also be 

that our British sample has relatively strong environmental values. This may not be the 

case for studies conducted in different contexts. As such, future research would benefit 

from incorporating a pre-measure of relevant attitudes.  

Conclusions 

The present paper explored the joint effects of group- and individual-level feedback 

on perceived need for changing feedback-related behavior at individual and group levels. 

In line with the predictions, the data demonstrated that responses to discrepant feedback 

differed among individuals who were strongly versus weakly identified with the relevant 
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group.  With respect to the perceived need for group-level change, high-identifiers (unlike 

low-identifiers) were particularly motivated by a discrepancy between negative group-level 

feedback and positive individual-level feedback. With respect to the perceived need for 

individual change, low-identifiers were particularly discouraged by the discrepancy 

between positive group-level feedback and negative individual-level feedback. Overall, the 

results highlight the importance of considering different levels of feedback in interaction 

rather than isolation: feedback at each level is interpreted and responded to in the context 

of the other.  
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. Perceived need for collective change as a function of feedback and group 

identification. 

Figure 2. Perceived need for individual change as a function of feedback and group 

identification. 
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